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Graceful and powerful, you will
strike a blow against the Elden Lord
and rise to be one of his mighty
warriors. Elden Ring is a free-to-play
online RPG that lives in the world
between MMORPGs and real-time
strategy. With the rich character
customization and class, you can
freely develop the ultimate
character in the land of Elden.
Created by the renowned game
development company Dimps, EU4
and Diablo 3 : Skill Tree Prime. · A
Variety of Game Modes · Flexible
Map Connections · Optional Map
Restrictions · No Character Level
Restrictions · Co-op Battle
Multiplayer Mode · Turn-based
Single Player Mode · 6 Powerful
Classes · 11 Classes and
Combinations · Characters can
freely combine skills from any class
or level · When a character gets a
new class, they automatically
unlock the skills of their previous
class as well · Stunning Skill
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Combinations · Real-time and turn-
based Battle · Various Status Effects
· Dynamic Dungeon · Unique
Character Battle System ·
Customizable Game Progress Play
for free and listen in on the latest
updates at ABOUT DIMPS Founded
in August 1997, Dimps is a
publisher of console titles with a
reputation for quality, including
Boktai: The Sun is in Your Hand,
Gunpey, and more recently for
Diablo 3 : Skill Tree Prime. Since its
establishment, Dimps has worked
closely with NIS America on their
strategy titles, such as Alone in the
Dark and Clock Tower. Recent
console titles developed by Dimps
are Oreshika: Tainted Bloodlines,
Sword Art Online: Origin Knights of
the Blood Oath, Anarchy Online and
Boktai: Memories of the Abyss.
Dimps is currently developing their
first free-to-play title, the free-to-
play action RPG "Elden Ring."
ABOUT NIS AMERICA, INC. NIS
America, Inc. is a recognized
worldwide publisher and developer
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of console software and consumer
products based in Santa Monica,
California. With an ever-expanding
product portfolio comprising more
than 100 of the world’s top-selling
games, the company is renowned
for a commitment to superior
quality, value and innovative
gameplay. Founded in 1991, NIS
America began by publishing the
first version of the Dragon Quest
series and has since expanded into
the realm of anime
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Elden Ring Features Key:

A vast world full of scope

A very open world where unlimited discoveries await you. Exploration is
not limited to a single dimension, but the vast landscape is constantly
changing. The world is full of excitement and surprises!

Explore the world and have fun

Encounter numerous events every day, and fight monsters in dungeons
to receive new equipment, roll fortunes, and fill up your score.

Gather information to pull off heists at will!

You can steal items from monsters and other players while moving in
real-time. You can even sell the stolen items back to other players to
reclaim them in exchange for hard currency. What will you do?

A mysterious drama

Be immersed in the story by participating in the causality of the Lands
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Between as a free-willed protagonist. Discover who you are, and fight
for the life and freedom of the person you belong to. You are not a
spectator, but a hunter for justice.

Your fate is in your hands

You are a pioneer of the Elden Ring, and decisions and feats made in
real-time have a direct affect on the game world. Do you want to
become an Elden Lord and rule the world, and bring justice to the Lands
Between?

The first-ever ASCII video game made by Crypton Future Media

We teamed up with the studio we collaborated with on the Firefall MMO.
They designed the game engine, and participated in development to
bring it to life. Enjoy the new fantasy action RPG, then. We will, as well!

Experience a year-long early access program

Play the game during early access to receive early bonuses and enjoy
the game as it develops.

More information can be found on Dengeki Online.
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